2008 chevy 2500hd review

I have owned this truck sense October Service has been performed as recommended. I have not
had any major problems with this truck what so ever. Minor problems I have had are the belt
noise due to the power steering pulley misalignment and the rear tire wear due to factory door
sticker calling for 70psi for the rear tires. Dealer took care of all and installed two new tires on
my truck. Dropped rear tire pressure to 60psi. No more wear, Love the 6. What a combination.
Tons of torque, great performance for a diesel, and quite. Average fuel mileage I was skeptical
in getting another GM product as the prior 3 were trash. I had an 05 Diesel that would do
nothing but overheat while pulling my toyhauler and the dealer said there were no issues. I
pulled this same trailer from Cali to Ga. This truck pulls like a dream and has no mechanical
issues at all!!! If I had to have a complaint it would be that you can't put an 18" wheel with a tire
under the front end without shaving the wheel wells. Imperial Chevrolet is horrible!! At least
their service department is!! It is rusting all over the top of the cab. This truck get's detailed
several times a year meaning it is taken care of! But the service manager, Bill, decided they
wouldn't cover it - no reason, just wouldn't. I called Chevrolet and was told its the dealers
choice to cover warranty stuff or not - the company rely's on them! It is under warranty!! This
dealer is awful - their service department is t. I have always been a Ford guy, but when shopping
for the F versus Silverado , I thought the Chevy had a better ride, a nicer interior, a the dealer
was very aggressive in terms of pricing. Mileage has been OK so far, well within my
expectations. Also, very pleased with the looks of the truck. Low Maintenance. High
performance ,good gas mileage. Cannot say enough about the satisfaction of getting a great
diesel truck with great support. Still lovin' it. Great get up and go. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Silverado HD. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros towing
appearance value ride quality comfort engine spaciousness infotainment system driving
experience. Chevrolet Trucks Rot Fast!!!!!! Best truck I ever owned. Items per page:. Sponsored
cars related to the Silverado HD. Sign Up. With excellent build quality and a refined cabin to go
along with its impressive work capabilities, the Chevrolet Silverado HD is a top choice for a
full-size heavy-duty pickup. After years of suffering criticism about hard plastics and ill-fitting
panels in its full-size trucks and SUVs, Chevrolet finally made big changes last year. As part of a
tires-to-roof redesign, these models, including the Chevrolet Silverado HD heavy-duty pickup,
received a substantially better interior with higher-quality materials, a more attractive design
and better build quality. In addition to the attractive interior, last year's revamp also brought
new styling, a more powerful engine lineup, a stronger frame and resulting higher payload and
towing capacities. The latter are up to 3, and 13, pounds, respectively. If this truck isn't enough
to move your stuff, you might want to consider a Sikorsky Skycrane helicopter. The Chevrolet
Silverado HD hasn't changed much, and that's just fine for us. Either way, you can't go wrong if
you're looking for a comfortable, heavy-duty hauler. But if neither the bowtie nor the blue oval
does it for you, there's also the remaining member of the old "Big 3" -- the Dodge Ram The Ram
offers nearly equal towing ability and ride comfort but lags behind in payload capacity and
available cargo bed configurations. Regular cabs come with a long bed, while extended cabs
and crew cabs can have either a standard or long bed. The 1LT adds deep-tinted windows,
chrome grille trim, alloy wheels, a CD player, cruise control, full power accessories, cloth
seating, keyless entry, an auto-dimming rearview mirror and a leather-wrapped steering wheel.
Upgrading to the 2LT in extended and crew cabs adds dual-zone automatic climate control,
foglamps, front bucket seats and steering-wheel-mounted audio controls. Options, depending
on truck configuration, include a power-sliding rear window, a navigation system, a rear-seat
DVD entertainment system, rear park assist, a sunroof, the Z71 Off-Road package skid plates,
off-road suspension and locking rear differential , the Safety package power-adjustable pedals
and park assist , a snow plow prep package and a cargo management system including sliding
tie-down hooks in the front and sides of the bed. Optional is the burly Duramax 6. The Duramax
comes paired to an Allison six-speed automatic. Properly equipped, the HD can haul up to 3,
pounds and tow up to 13, pounds. Buyers have a choice of either rear- or four-wheel drive. The
Work Truck with 4WD has a traditional floor-mounted selector for the transfer case. All other
4WD trims have Autotrac, which features an automatic setting that shifts into 4WD when wheel
slippage is detected. Antilock disc brakes are standard, though stability control, front side- and
side curtain airbags are not available on the Chevrolet Silverado HD. A Safety package that
includes power-adjustable pedals and rear park assist is optional. Based on our experience with
the Silverado as well as the previous generation of the HD, we'd expect the Chevrolet Silverado
HD to provide sprightly performance, especially with the now even stronger turbodiesel V8. On
long trips, the HD's supple suspension should swallow bumps even with the heavy-duty towing
option while still allowing confident, no-slop handling with a minimum of body sway through the
turns. The cabins of those previously tested Silverados were impressively quiet, a characteristic

sure to continue with the latest heavy-duty lineup. Overall, the cabin's fit and finish is
impressive. Simple, intuitive controls, comfortable seats, an abundance of storage cubbies,
three power points and well-placed cupholders add to the user-friendly environment. There is
also a one-touch, three-blink lane-change feature and standard satellite radio that make long
trips more enjoyable. Rivaling the interior of a Cadillac, the plush Silverado LTZ features a
unique dash and door panel design with handsome wood grain and metallic accents that give
this workhorse the feel of a premium luxury sedan. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Silverado HD. Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Side impact airbags and side curtain airbags are
not available. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. Other than satellite radio becoming standard across the line, the
Chevrolet Silverado HD sees no changes for Read more. Write a review See all 37 reviews. I
have owned this truck sense October Service has been performed as recommended. I have not
had any major problems with this truck what so ever. Minor problems I have had are the belt
noise due to the power steering pulley misalignment and the rear tire wear due to factory door
sticker calling for 70psi for the rear tires. Dealer took care of all and installed two new tires on
my truck. Dropped rear tire pressure to 60psi. No more wear, Love the 6. What a combination.
Tons of torque, great performance for a diesel, and quite. Average fuel mileage Read less. Best
GM Product to Date. I was skeptical in getting another GM product as the prior 3 were trash. I
had an 05 Diesel that would do nothing but overheat while pulling my toyhauler and the dealer
said there were no issues. I pulled this same trailer from Cali to Ga. This truck pulls like a dream
and has no mechanical issues at all!!! If I had to have a complaint it would be that you can't put
an 18" wheel with a tire under the front end without shaving the wheel wells. Chevrolet Trucks
Rot Fast!!!!!! Imperial Chevrolet is horrible!! At least their service department is!! It is rusting all
over the top of the cab. This truck get's detailed several times a year meaning it is taken care of!
But the service manager, Bill, decided they wouldn't cover it - no reason, just wouldn't. I called
Chevrolet and was told its the dealers choice to cover warranty stuff or not - the company rely's
on them! It is under warranty!! This dealer is awful - their service department is t. I have always
been a Ford guy, but when shopping for the F versus Silverado , I thought the Chevy had a
better ride, a nicer interior, a the dealer was very aggressive in terms of pricing. Mileage has
been OK so far, well within my expectations. Also, very pleased with the looks of the truck.
Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Silverado
HD. Sign Up. Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings.
Displaying 1 - 10 of Chevrolet Silverado HD 10 reviews. The fuel economy, while not great, is not
too bad when towing considering the weights that I am pulling with it. The economy factor when
not towing is poor, even with the installed chiip. Overall I am happy with the vehicle, although
the ride is very rough due to the heavier suspension package installed for towing. Primary Use:
Utility towing boats, transporting cargo, etc. Pros: This is the Cummins Diesel package and is
very poweful and useful for towing my 5th wheel trailer. Cons: Poolr fuel economy, but better
with chip. Best Diesel Hd Truck â€” I like everything about this truck except the fuel
consumption and initial price, but I knew what to expect when I bought it, so no tears. It has
better fit and finish than the Dodge, and is much more reliable and rides better than the Ford. I
was very preferential to the Ford originally, but I did my homework, test drove all three and
completely preferred the Chevy. Pros: 60, miles and zero repairs. It has a finer ride than any
luxury car I have ever driven. Power galore. Diesel engine is smooth, quiet, and reliable.
Transmission works flawlessly with engine. Fit and finish has been perfect. GM makes by far the
finest HD diesel truck on the market. Cons: Expensive initial purchase. GM really put the effort
in this truck. The only complain I have is the fuel economy, and the fact that when cruising,
although it saves gas, it will pop into the next gear. When you slowly accelerate unless you
push the pedal down far enough for the rpms to jump high enough it will stay in the same gear
and slowly accelerate. Thats why my next step is a tune or some sort of bolt ons. Towning with
it is a breeze, Ive towed boats, and campers. Never a problem. Maintenance is pretty simple for

the most part as long as your mechanically inclined. Parking can be a problem. Its got the full 4
doors and 8' bed. But I wouldnt trade it for the world. Pros: For primary use Thats an unfair
question. I use it for everything from bringing decoys in and out of the field when I go hunting,
and as daily transport to work. I also use it for towing my camper and boats. Cant pick just one.
Cons: Parking because of its size, everything is made around economy cars these days. Since
its a gasoline motor, not diesel, it sucks gas like no tomorrow. Very eye- catching looks. All
maintenance has been done by chevy dealers. New tires all the way around. The 6. Very
comfortable seats for those 6 hour drives. Cons: a little heavy on the fuel but the diesel engine
isn't even broken in yet. Only 37,km in the first year. Awesome â€” its amazing Pros: great for
hauling, towing, off roading, easy controls, great performace. Chevy Truck â€” Very nice truck
on the interior I'll give them that. But as far as engine it sucked it was a diesel and it put bad
fumes in the cab of the truck so bad that it would cause headaches and tearing up your eyes. I
lemon law the truck back to Chevy. Would prefer floor shifter 4WD rather than turn dial. Like the
Allison Series 6 Speed Automatic. Its a good looking truck it has everything Im looking for cant
wait to test drive. Read More. They are essentially the same truck so I know I wont be
disappointed, nor will any future buyer. Exactly what my husband was looking for. Thanks for
all your help and the great service Read More. Best motor and transmission combination. I
wouldnt buy a Dodge or a Ford Read More. Great vehicle other than no backseat air conditioner
vents Drove great! I like it! I want it! No other model compare. Thanks Read More. I love that
great truck. I have a few trucks already. Country boy truck. Built for doing country boy things.
Have you driven a Chevrolet Silverado HD? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where
users commented on categories. Clear selections. GuruG4YCX writes:. Is this review helpful?
Yes No. PThomann writes:. Back Seats:. Is this helpful? Primary Use: Family transportation
Pros: 60, miles and zero repairs. Eric writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: For
primary use Casey writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: lots of power, comfortable to
drive. Cons: needing to sell it for a suv. Beaner writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation
Pros: big pulling abilities, loves the hills. Ken writes:. Pros: everything. Cons: gas mileage.
Jesse writes:. Cons: price tag, on-star, Vtech, size. Jason writes:. Pros: Great Interior. Dan
writes:. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 4 Chevrolet Silverado HD reviews. Read all 6
Chevrolet Silverado HD reviews. Read all 5 Chevrolet Silverado HD reviews. Read all 3 Chevrolet
Silverado HD reviews. Cars compared to Chevrolet Silverado HD. Related Models For Sale.
Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Cons: Poolr fuel economy, but better with chip 8 of
18 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: lots of power,
comfortable to drive Cons: needing to sell it for a suv 2 of 4 people found this review helpful.
Pros: everything Cons: gas mileage 3 of 4 people found this review helpful. Pros: great for
hauling, towing, off roading, easy controls, great performace Cons: price tag, on-star, Vtech,
size 3 of 6 people found this review helpful. Experts from TheCarConnection. These experiences
enable this team to offer you a definitive opinion on this heavy-duty full-size pickup. This review
also compares the Chevrolet Silverado HD with other vehicles in its class to give you the best
advice even when other reviews present conflicting opinions. Who needs pound-feet of torque?
Someone who needs to drag 13, pounds around, that's who. Chevrolet's heavy-duty truck,
introduced as a model, changes little for the model year. You can visually discriminate between
a light-duty Silverado from its more capable brethren, thanks to the HD's raised hood and
divergent grille design. While different, compared to the Ford Super Duty, the Chevy looks tame.
Three cab styles, three cargo box styles, and five wheelbase lengths are offered, so the
Silverado can be ordered to fit specific jobs--such as towing up to 16, pounds. This year's
changes include standard XM Satellite Radio, available power driver seat on regular-cab
Silverado HDs, and revamped gauges. Two new red paints are offered, and Duallie models get
inch wheels, up from inchers offered last year. The editors from TheCarConnection. Matched to
the heavy-duty Allison six-speed transmission, the power seems never ending--like Niagara
Falls. The gearbox is especially good, with smooth shifts. The two available interiors for the
Chevrolet Silverado HD are similar to those in the light-duty models, and they're comfortable
and practical. While the Dodge Ram has been relegated to a distant third place in the pickup
truck sales race for years, in the heavy-duty segment, the Dodge Ram and Ram models compete
nearly neck and neck with the Ford Super Duty and Chevrolet Silverado HD pickups. The
Dodge's six-cylinder Cummins diesel nearly matches the power of Chevy's Duramax and the
Ford's Power Stroke, even though it's running with two fewer cylinders. Unlike Ford and Chevy,
Dodge's heavy-duty models look just like their light-duty Ram models. The Chevrolet Silverado
HD is like a bodybuilder in a tuxedo. According to Cars. The most obvious difference in the new
Silverado is a departure from the eyebrow-looking headlights of the previous model and a move
toward more conventional stacked headlights flanking an enormous grille. The interior of the
new Chevy Silverado HD has "less-plasticky plastics and lower shine," according to Cars. The

Chevrolet Silverado HD provides enough brute strength for any towing or hauling task with
either its standard V-8 or its optional Duramax diesel. However, "buyers can choose rear-wheel
drive or one of two 4-wheel-drive systems with low-range gearing. Such brute strength does not
come cheap in terms of energy; Car and Driver warns of "predictably poor fuel economy.
Despite its massive size, Car and Driver praises its "great handling The Chevrolet Silverado HD
allows occupants to ride in remarkable comfort, considering it's a pickup. Like other aspects of
the Chevy Silverado HD, there have been some improvements in on-board storage; Cars.
ConsumerGuide reports that in the Chevrolet Silverado HD "highway wind noise [is]
impressively low for tall, blocky big rigs Kelley Blue Book divulges that Chevrolet Silverado HD
"standard safety features include seat-belt pretensioners, tire-pressure monitoring and OnStar.
Finally, people who worry about getting lost should opt for the available touch-screen
navigation system. Moving up to the LT gets power accessories and cruise control, cloth seats,
and keyless entry, while the LTZ includes leather seating, a CD changer, different interior trim,
and power front seats. Different Silverado HD models are offered with different options. Subaru
Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form
Today! Used Cars. By Make. Silverado HD. TrailBlazer Traverse Trax. New By Year. Used By
Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Dislikes Styling could be tougher. Buying tip Be sure
you can live with a turning circle of more than 50 feet when you're considering a truck like the
Chevrolet Silverado HD. Also, consider the fuel bills--and the declining resale value of big
trucks as gas prices continue to rise. The Chevrolet Silverado HD is a focused work truck with
excellent capabilities. Review continues below. Used Chevrolet Silverado HD for sale near
change location. Continue Reading. Rate and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us
your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and
more. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Looking for a different year of the Chevrolet
Silverado HD? Used Chevrolet Silverado HD cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by
izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a
vehicle's level of equipment or special features. A 4 wheel drive dependable diesel with turbo is
an excellent safe and reliable daily driver. Leather seats and a crew cab provides spacious
comfortable riding. A fold down DVD player in the back with Totally reliable, never had a
problem. Chevy's have the best comfort of all vehicles. The instruments are easy to read and
understand. I drive my vehicle everyday and love it. I would recommend a I love the off-road
settings and the 2wd. The leather seats are a must. I don't like the stero at Allen. My truck is
reliable, gets great fuel mileage, and is very powerful. Low maintenance and looks great! Drives
good in all weather, no matter if it is raining or snowing or even hot or real cold. A good farm
truck to hook up horse trailer or put plenty of feed in the back. Does what we need done. My
vehicle has a six body lift with some nitto grapplers and some bass for my high powered stereo
system and it can walk thru any mud. So far no problems. Front right tire seems to wear down
quicker than the others. Other than that the truck is a great vehicle that does it is job well
hauling our horses. Truck is great the Allison transmission and the Duramax engine is like a
match made in truck heaven. I have a Chevrolet hd duramax diesel, has been reliable truck for
the time I have Owen it so far. It is very comfortable to drive. I have some performance parts on
the truck like a exhaust, I like the towing capacity and bed storage. The problems are it is not
very fuel efficient and is too big to fit inside of parking garages. I have a Chevrolet Silverado hd
dually, it's great for hauling and the cab is very spacious. It's diesel so I get ok gas mileage.
Cracked dash is the major problem, it cracked for no reason and I see a lot of other people with
the same problem. Performance and reliability seems to be good for the most part. But when
something I like the fact that it's 4x4. I tow a trailer and haul Junk Cars, and it does Great. I have
always been a Chevy fan. The only real thing I don't like about it is how it has rusted so quickly.
Other than that I have no complaints about it. I love it other than only being an extended cab. I
miss the room of the crew cab we had before. The grand babies car seat is a tight fit. A fold
down DVD player in the back with Bose stereo provides entertainment. This truck is made for
performance and durability. Hauls anything and great gas mileage for a truck. It has so many
great features that my family and I enjoy. Like to haul anything I can when I can and has great
horsepower. Awesome interior and has enough room for six people to fit comfortably and our
dog. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. Crash Test. MPG up to. Source FuelEconomy.
Overview See below. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Exterior Photos. Interior
Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Dark Cherry. Dark Blue. Blue Granite. Summit
White. Silver Birch. Deep Ruby. Victory Red. Desert Brown. Sport Red. Chevrolet Silverado HD
Models Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or
special features. View Details. Top Positive Owner Reviews. This is a superb vehicle for anyone
who Read More. It is not just a truck, it is family! It's a z71 and it's great off-road and It's a
Chevrolet Duramax! What more can you It is very dependable for our needs. My vehicle has a

six inch lift with a high Truck - horse hauling vehicles. Truck is great no issues everything
works as Top Negative Owner Reviews. Basically my truck is so far the most Towing capacity
and bed storage capacity. Chevy Silverado Hd, diesel. Summary of a heavy duty truck. It runs
good and gets me where i need to be I Uses a lot of fuel. I only get Seven miles My truck is very
loud. And that it rusts No you can't drive it. No I won't come get Steven O wrote on November
18, Dee H wrote on October 20, Morgan N wrote on September 7, See All Reviews Owner
Reviews For Fuel Economy. Interior Features. Exterior Features. Driving Impressions. Pricing
Notes. Notable Equipment. Road Test Video Reviews. See all Safety Features. Top Rated
Trucks. Best Pickup Trucks. Best Trucks for the money. Best Trucks for gas mileage. Best Sport
Utility. Browse By Category. Small Cars. I like the fact that it's 4x4. I tow a trailer and haul Junk
Cars, and it does Great. A 4 wheel drive dependable diesel with turbo is an excellent safe and
reliable daily driver. Leather seats and a crew cab provides spacious comfortable riding. A fold
down DVD player in the back with Bose stereo provides entertainment. This truck is made for
performance and durability. Hauls anything and great gas mileage for a truck. It has so many
great features that my family and I enjoy. Like to haul anything I can when I can and has great
horsepower. Awesome interior and has enough room for six people to fit comfortably and our
dog. The truck has ran great since I got it back in It being four years old went I got it didn't seem
to matter to anything mechanical. I have a Chevrolet Silverado hd dually, it's great for hauling
and the cab is very spacious. It's diesel so I get ok gas mileage. I love our Chevy pickup. We
have an extended cab and I do wish we had gotten a crew cab instead. It's a bit of a tight fit with
the bigger car seats. We have had no problems with performance. It's a workhorse. We tow
large trailers with heavy equipment thru the mountains with ease. Our next truck will also be a
Chevy. I have a Chevrolet hd duramax diesel, has been reliable truck for the time I have Owen it
so far. It is very comfortable to drive. I have some performance parts on the truck like a exhaust,
chip, cold air intake, egr delete. The truck is very fast and very reliable. My vehicle is extremely
reliable, a steadfast machine and gives me no problems. I love the dependability of my vehicle
and I feel safe in it. Only had minor engine trouble over ten years. The performance and
dependability has exceeded my expectations! This truck is comfortable and love all the easy to
use features and accessories. Would recommend this truck as a purchase to any buyer anytime.
Cracked dash is the major problem, it cracked for no reason and I see a lot of other people with
the same problem. Performance and reliability seems to be good for the most part. But when
something does go wrong and it gets fixed it seems like something else goes wrong. So it's a
never ending battle. It could be a lot of comfortable, seats are a little stiff. Features are good tho.
My truck is reliable, gets great fuel mileage, and is very powerful. Low maintenance and looks
great! Totally reliable, never had a problem. Chevy's have the best comfort of all vehicles. The
instruments are easy to read and understand. I drive my vehicle everyday and love it. I would
recommend a Chevy to all. My truck always gets comments on how beautiful it looks. Its quality
from start to finish. It performs and never lets me down. Hard to get to glow plugs and if they go
out it is very expensive to replace. The truck's diesel regen feature is excessively frustrating
due to it wasting precious fuel. Overall, I really like the truck, but the features are easy to break
and are insanely costly. The Duramax diesel is reliable, powerful and durable. Great towing rig
for all my trailers. Only negative is some of the cheap plastic interior pieces that broke quickly. I
love it other than only being an extended cab. I miss the room of the crew cab we had before.
The grand babies car seat is a tight fit. Most reliable truck. Never has had a problem gets me
everywhere I need to go even into backroads. Strong engine and ac. I like the towing capacity
and bed storage. The problems are it is not very fuel efficient and is too big to fit inside of
parking garages. Truck is great the Allison transmission and the Duramax engine is like a match
made in truck heaven. So far no problems. Front right tire seems to wear down quicker than the
others. Other than that the truck is a great vehicle that does it is job well hauling our horses. My
vehicle has a six body lift with some nitto grapplers and some bass for my high powered stereo
system and it can walk thru any mud. Drives good in all weather, no matter if it is raining or
snowing or even hot or real cold. A good farm truck to hook up horse trailer or put plenty of
feed in the back. Does what we need done. Haul hay, horse feed, chicken feed, groceries, or
even all our grandkids. I have always been a Chevy fan. The only real thing I don't like about it is
how it has rusted so quickly. Other than that I have no complaints about it. It is a tuff
dependable truck. I use it for work and has been a good vehicle. I love the off-road settings and
the 2wd. The leather seats are a must. I don't like the stero at Allen. Change Year. Owner
Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature
Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews. Interior Reviews.
Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Work Truck. Search by keyword. Most
Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Steven O wrote on November 18, Dee H
wrote on October 20, Morgan N wrote on September 7, Steve W wrote on June 22, Joseph R

wrote on April 15, Stephanie L wrote on September 19, Trevor D wrote on September 19, Angela
T wrote on September 19, Ashley F wrote on July 15, Sam S wrote on July 15, Curt L wrote on
November 22, James F wrote on November 22, I A wrote on November 22, Kevin D wrote on
October 22, Stephanie L wrote on October 22, Paul F wrote on October 22, Brian L wrote on
October 22, Marty D wrote on October 22, Ashley S wrote on October 22, Tristan M wrote on
October 22, Donna T wrote on October 22, Matthew S wrote on October 22, Ben A wrote on
October 22, Matthew M wrote on October 22, Continue to Overview. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. But for those who need it, the Silverado HD models are the only
heavy-duty pickups with independent front suspensions on four-wheel-drive units, for better
ride and steering than the competition. The 6. The standard six-speed automatic one-ups the
competition and only GM includes OnStar. It is well finished, inside and out. After a mid debut
for the new Chevy Silverado HD, the models get some minor yet worthwhile upgrades. These
include brighter instrumentation, inch wheels on dually models, standard XM radio with
three-month subscription. A choice of interiors is available, with different dashboards rather
than merely varied finishes. You can have it sweep-out simple, or served up with heated leather,
navigation, and an expensive-looking opaque shade for the moonroof. Regular cabs are roomy
enough for three, extended cabs are ideal for younger families and have a thoughtful new rear
door design, while the crew cab is suitable for four or five big athletes or pony-sized dogs. The
Silverado HD is the most car-like of big pickups, whether referring to interior appearance or
driving feel. Yet it carries and tows as well as other heavy-duty pickups. The series is often used
like a second car and charged with pulling the boat or trailer on weekends, while the usually
sees hauling and pulling duty on a routine basis and tows fifth-wheel RVs and six-horse trailers.
With a trailer of 5, pounds or less, or infrequent carriage of building materials, you'd be better
served with a Silverado All rights reserved. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the
garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Chevy Silverado
HD heavy-duty pickups are about real work and serious play. Hide Full Review. Choose a Trim
4x2 Regular Cab 8 ft. WB LTZ. Engine 6. Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of
your car and get a cash offer in minutes. Cash Out or Trade-In. Research Another Vehicle. Work
Truck 4x2 Regular Cab 8 ft. Work Truck 4x2 Extended Cab 6. Work Truck 4x4 Regular Cab 8 ft.
Work Truck 4x2 Extended Cab 8 ft. LT1 4x2 Regular Cab 8 ft. Work Truck 4x2 Crew Cab 6. Work
Truck 4x2 Crew Cab 8 ft. LT1 4x2 Extended Cab 6. Work Truck 4x4 Extended Cab 6. LT1 4x2
Extended Cab 8 ft. Work Truck 4x4 Extended Cab 8 ft. LT1 4x4 Regular Cab 8 ft. Work Truck 4x4
Crew Cab 6. LT2 4x2 Extended Cab 6. Work Truck 4x4 Crew Cab 8 ft. LT2 4x2 Extended Cab 8 ft.
LT1 4x2 Crew Cab 6. LT1 4x2 Crew Cab 8 ft. LT1 4x4 Extended
haynes manual corsa d
dodge journey in snow
1993 chevy 1500 radio installation kit
Cab 6. LT1 4x4 Extended Cab 8 ft. LT2 4x2 Crew Cab 6. LT2 4x2 Crew Cab 8 ft. LTZ 4x2
Extended Cab 6. LT2 4x4 Extended Cab 6. LTZ 4x2 Extended Cab 8 ft. LT2 4x4 Extended Cab 8
ft. LT1 4x4 Crew Cab 6. LT1 4x4 Crew Cab 8 ft. LTZ 4x2 Crew Cab 6. LT2 4x4 Crew Cab 6. LTZ
4x2 Crew Cab 8 ft. LT2 4x4 Crew Cab 8 ft. LTZ 4x4 Extended Cab 6. LTZ 4x4 Extended Cab 8 ft.
LTZ 4x4 Crew Cab 6. LTZ 4x4 Crew Cab 8 ft. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our
site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear.
Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual
application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still
haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be
logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser.

